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CHAIRMAN’S INTRODUCTION 1

CHAIRMAN’S
INTRODUCTION

Sports clubs are part of the fabric
of every village and town across
the country. In some rural areas
they are the very centre of the
community, providing valuable
social and playing space where
no other can be supported. In our
inner cities, they provide a neutral
place for people of diverse
backgrounds to come together,
play and mix.

In rural and urban environments
and everywhere in between,
sports clubs play a vital part in
our cultural make-up. But from
the bucolic village cricket green
to the concrete floodlit basketball
court, we take sports clubs and
the people who run them for
granted.

Our 2011 Sports Club Survey
makes for worry reading. Not
surprisingly given the state of the
economy, clubs are struggling.
Many are running at a loss and
incomes are, on average, down
by 15%. In order for clubs to make
ends meet membership fees have
increased, with the result that
membership levels have fallen.
As we approach a home Olympics
these are depressing new facts
and not what we wanted to report.
And although sports clubs are
resilient, I feel pretty sure that if
we continue in this climate, we
will lose many of these valuable
community resources and with
them, their facilities, expertise
and a generation of volunteers.

But our message must be of
optimism, rather than gloom so
how can we help sports clubs out
of this hole? Well, there are a
number of areas in which the
Sport and Recreation Alliance
would welcome progress:

• Local authorities retaining
(or in some cases reinstating)
discretionary rate relief for
clubs in the face of increased
pressure on their budgets

• The eradication or reduction
of unnecessary costs imposed
on clubs by the machinery of
government – many clubs, for
example, pay the same for an
alcohol licence as their local
night clubs and these clubs
also have to pay for a licence
to play a radio in the
changing room

• The opening of more school
facilities outside of school
hours so that communities
can make the most effective
use of the amenities on their
doorstep

• A relaxation of planning laws
around sports clubs, allowing
them to grow to sizes that
offer more long-term
sustainability

• The closer incorporation of
sports clubs into the localism
agenda, giving them a stronger
position in relation to policies
like the Community Asset
Transfer and the Right to Buy
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• All utility companies using a
reduced ‘community tariff’ to
charge sports clubs

• The reduction of red tape
stifling fundraising. 

We hope that the data we reveal in
this survey acts as an alarm bell
for all those involved in decisions
which affect sports clubs.
Flourishing sports clubs are an
asset to any community and we

should be doing everything in our
power to preserve them. If you
want to support our work, and our
clubs, get in touch and help us to
campaign for a better future for
sport. 

Andy Reed
Chair
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

• Club surpluses fall by almost
half to an average of £1,091
The average level of surplus
income generated by sports
clubs has fallen by 45% since
2008 from £1,986 to £1,091 in
2010 – 2009–2010 alone have
shown a 26% decrease. 

• More than a quarter of clubs
are running at a loss
Only 23% of sports clubs are
managing to balance their
income and expenditure so
that they just break even, and
a further 28% are operating
with a deficit. This leaves just
under half (49%) of sports
clubs operating with a
surplus.

• Annual incomes fall 15% to
£35,736
The average annual income of
a sports club is 15% lower in
2010 (£35,736) than it was in
2008 (£41,937). Reduced adult
membership levels (11%
down) and significant
reductions in other sources of
income, including bar,
catering and hospitality are
the main causal factors. 

• Local authority and
educational establishments
provide half of all playing
facilities
Local authority and
educational establishments
provide 73% of all hired sports
facilities and nearly half (48%)
of all sports provision for
community clubs.

• Annual membership fees
increase to £76; up 9% since
2008
The average fee for an adult
club member (to participate in
sport) is now £76 a year, up
9% from £70 in 2008. The
average fee for junior
membership is now £52, up
13% from £46 in 2008.

• Adult membership levels
have declined 11% since 2008
Adult membership of sports
clubs has fallen from an
average of 117 members in
2008 to 104 members in 2011.
Overall, junior membership
levels are down 8% since 2008
when there was an average of
107 junior members per club.
In 2011, we see an average of
98 junior members per club.
The short-term picture here is
however one of growth, with
junior membership levels
increasing by 9% between
2010 and 2011 (up from an
average of 90 in 2010 to 98 in
2011).
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• Volunteering remains critical
to club survival; many clubs
now have dedicated
co-ordinators 
The number of volunteers
active in sports clubs remains
almost static at an estimated
20 for the average club. With
roughly half (53%) of sports
clubs citing volunteer
retention as a major issue, it
is not surprising to see almost
as many (49%) now appointing
a dedicated person
responsible for volunteer
co-ordination.

• Attracting and retaining new
members is a major
challenge for two in three
clubs
64% of clubs view the
recruitment of new members
as the most pressing and
urgent issue they will face
over the next two years,
followed closely by accessing
funds and generating
sufficient income (63% of
clubs). This echoes concerns
from the 2009 survey which
appear to be well-founded
given the overall trend of
declining adult membership
levels since then.

• 84% of clubs do not see the
2012 Olympic and Paralympic
Games as an opportunity 
The majority of clubs did not
identify the Olympics as an
upcoming opportunity in the
next two years. This suggests
that the potential for a
sporting legacy from London
2012 to have a positive impact
on grassroots sport is in
danger of remaining
unrealised. 
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SURVEY RESULTSINTRODUCTION

Since 2007 the Sport and
Recreation Alliance has been
surveying sports clubs every two
years in order to understand the
financial health, membership
make-up and facility usage of
community sports clubs, as well
as identifying challenges and
opportunities they face moving
forwards. 

This information is vital to the
Alliance as it informs and shapes
the policy work it undertakes. Not
only does the data highlight where
the Alliance should focus future
efforts, it also allows the
organisation to model the
potential impact of particular
financial changes on sports clubs
to provide informed
recommendations and proposals. 

The findings from this research
are also valuable to the members
of the Alliance, with many national
governing bodies (NGBs) of sport
supporting the survey and

promoting it to their clubs. Each
NGB was offered the opportunity
to include three of their own
sport-specific questions in
addition to the main body of the
survey. This research therefore
also provides detailed sport-
specific information, which the
Alliance makes available for NGBs
to utilise. 

The results presented in this
report are based upon responses
from 1,942 sports clubs across
over 40 different sports. The data
has been independently analysed
and weighted to deliver a
representative sample of the
estimated 150,000 clubs that
operate in community sport in the
UK. This replicates the process for
the 2009 survey in order to provide
reliable comparisons over time
and to identify key trends
impacting on the sector. It should
be noted that the 2009 survey
gathered data for the full financial
years 2008 and 2007. 
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SPORTS CLUB STATUS

CLUB STATUS

Many clubs are working towards
Clubmark accreditation but
relatively few are being enticed
by the Community Amateur
Sports Club scheme. 

As with the 2009 survey, this
survey over-represents more
formally organised clubs resulting
in higher proportions of Clubmark
and Community Amateur Sports
Clubs (CASCs) in the overall
sample. This may be because it is
easier for more formal clubs to
complete the survey, because
more formal clubs are more likely
to be engaged and wish to
complete the survey, or due to the
nature of our sample which was
primarily generated through
national governing bodies. 

This year the proportions of
CASCs and Clubmark-accredited
clubs has increased further (27%
and 49% respectively), although
critically there has been no real
change in the proportion of clubs
that have no formal registration or
accreditation (36%). 

We conclude that many formally
organised clubs are signing up to
both CASC and Clubmark to take
advantage of the financial and
development assistance they offer,
rather than fresh growth coming
from the wider pool of amateur
sports clubs. 

35%

9%

17%

40%

36%

7%

27%

49%2011
Clubmark

CASC

Charity

No accreditation/
registration

Base: All sports clubs 2011 (n=1,942) / All sports clubs 2009 (n=2,991)

2009

2011

2009

2011

2009

2011

2009

Q. Which of the following best describes how your club is organised?
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Findings on the proportion of
clubs working towards Clubmark
accreditation however are
encouraging. As many as one in
three (34%) junior clubs with no
specific accreditation or
registration at present are
working towards Clubmark. 
Existing Clubmark accreditation is

slightly higher amongst clubs that
do not own their own facilities
(51%) than those that do (43%),
whilst at present those currently
working towards Clubmark status
are almost equally split by facility
owning and non-owning at 26%
and 28% of clubs respectively. 

WORKING TOWARDS CASC STATUS, CLUBMARK
ACCREDITATION AND CHARITABLE STATUS

Based upon sports clubs not currently registered as a CASC, Charity or Clubmark
accredited

All clubs Adult clubs Junior clubs Own facility Not own 
(n=769) (n=739) (n=513) (n=159) facility

(n=610)

Clubmark 28% 26% 34% 26% 28%

CASC 6% 7% 5% 12% 5%

Charity 5% 3% 3% 0% 4%

Not working towards
any club status/ 61% 64% 58% 62% 63%
accreditation

Well-established sports including
cricket, rugby league, rugby union,
football and gymnastics are the
most focused on achieving
Clubmark accreditation. Junior
membership levels for these
sports have increased, potentially
reflecting the development
benefits delivered through
accreditation. 

Facility ownership is driving CASC
application with more than twice
as many clubs that own their own
facilities (12%) working towards
CASC status than those that do
not (5%). These are mostly from
football, bowls, cricket and rugby
union clubs. 

Note: CASC status and Clubmark
accreditation are not mutually exclusive –it
is possible for a sports club to have both. It
is also possible for a club to be both a
charity and have a Clubmark accreditation.
It is however not possible for a club to be
both a CASC and a charity. 
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As in the 2009 survey, the vast
majority of sports clubs continue
to be run on a non-profit basis
(95%), with the majority of these
(84%) run by members with a
constitution and committee in
place. Around one in ten (11%)
operate like a business with
surplus funds reinvested into the
club, whilst only 2% of clubs in
our sample operate to make a
profit. 

For the few clubs in this survey
that operate purely to make a
profit, golf, aikido and squash
record the highest incidence of
profit-making clubs – 11% of golf
clubs are set up to make a profit,
7% of aikido clubs and 6% of
squash clubs, compared to an
average of 2% in the overall
sample. 

PROFIT OR NON-PROFIT

2%

2%

2%

93%

2%

1%

2%

95%Non-
profit club

Profit
making

Informal

Other

Non-profit club that is typically
run by members with a
constitution and committee

Non-profit club that operates
like a company with surplus
funds reinvested in the club

84%

Base: All sports clubs 2011 (n=1,942) / All sports clubs 2009 (n=2,991)

2011

2008

2011

2008

2011

2008

2011

2008

Q. Which of the following best describes how your club is organised?
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USE OF SPORT FACILITIES 

Two-thirds (66%) of sports clubs
hire their playing facilities. 

The way that sports clubs access
facilities has not really changed
since 2008, with two-thirds of clubs
(66%, down from 68% in 2008)
hiring the facilities they play on.

There has however been a sharp
decline in the proportion of clubs
utilising public spaces to
participate in sport (down 8%
since 2008).

USE OF PLAYING FACILITIES

23%

33%

29%

68%

21%

25%

31%

66%

Base: All sports clubs 2011 (n=1,942) / All sports clubs 2009 (n=2,991)

Hire a
facility

Lease a
facility

Use a
public
space

Own a
facility

2011

2009

2011

2009

2011

2009

2011

2009

Q. Thinking about the facilities, where people play/participate or train, does your club...?

Not surprisingly, the way clubs
access playing facilities varies
dramatically by sport with four in
five (83%) golf clubs owning their
own facilities compared to only 2%
of netball clubs. Facility ownership
is also relatively high in rowing
(60% of clubs), squash (58% of
clubs), tennis (53% of clubs) and
rugby union (52% of clubs).These
are amongst the sports with larger
club memberships and higher
club incomes. 

In terms of hiring facilities, this is
most common for sports which
use playing spaces traditionally
provided by local authorities, such
as swimming pools, sports halls
and outdoor pitches. We therefore
see the vast majority of swimming
clubs (96%) hiring their facilities,
and the same amount again for
badminton clubs. More than nine
in ten clubs also hire their playing
facilities for basketball (95% of
clubs), netball (93% of clubs),
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hockey (91% of clubs), aikido (91%
of clubs), and 85% of football
clubs also fall into this category.

The types of activities using public
spaces are understandably

outdoor and adventure activities
including climbing/
mountaineering (89%), rowing
(85%), cycling (84%), canoeing
(84%) and athletics (82%).

USE OF PLAYING FACILITIES

Base 1942 18 47 33 34 114 109 19 551 216 44 40 64 26 124 55 69 44 70 58 23 17 19 148

Hire 66% – 32% 33% 21% 38% 11% 32% 54% 13% 34% 70% 91% 85% 85% 76% 96% 95% 91% 93% 96% 76% 68% 67%

Lease 31% 22% 43% 18% 50% 43% 56% 21% 51% 56% 48% 43% 19% – 29% 15% 1% 2% 9% 2% 4% 18% 21% 20%

Public space 25% – 85% – 15% 16% 68% 89% 15% 8% 84% 18% 6% 46% 30% – 6% 7% 6% 7% – 82% 84% 32%

Own 21% 83% 60% 58% 53% 52% 49% 42% 38% 36% 30% 23% 19% 12% 11% 11% 6% 5% 3% 2% – – – 17%

Note: some clubs access playing facilities by more than one means, for example they own a facility and also hire one, or use public space
and lease a facility. The columns therefore can sum to more than 100%. 
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CASCs are most likely to own their
own facilities with one in three
(34%) reporting ownership,
although almost half (49%) of all
CASCs do hire their playing
facilities. Clubmark-accredited
clubs are least likely to own their
facilities with one in five doing so
(19%), and, also, most likely to
hire them (75%). Similarly, for all
clubs that do not own their
facilities, hiring (75%) rather than
leasing (32%) is the main method
of meeting their needs for playing
facilities. This could be a result of
a lack of available and affordable
long-term leases.

The main providers of hired
facilities to sports clubs are local
authorities and local schools and
colleges. These two sources
account for 73% of all hired sports
facilities (48% of all sports playing
facilities), and are therefore

critical to sports participation in
the UK. Such dependence on local
authorities and schools/colleges
for facility hire places sports clubs
in a vulnerable position. 

Local authority facility provision is
more critical for some sports than
others, in particular for swimming
where three in four (74%) of the
clubs which hire do so from their
local authority. It is a similar
picture in canoeing (73% of clubs
which hire) and bowls (72% of
clubs which hire). For other
sports, local school or college
facilities are essential, with
around two in three clubs which
hire doing so from educational
establishments in basketball (69%
of clubs which hire), volleyball
(64% of clubs which hire) and
badminton (64% of clubs which
hire).
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Having access to the right
facilities to play and participate in
the sport is, of course,
fundamental to clubs. The costs
associated with hiring and/or
maintaining facilities are
estimated at £6,223 per annum for
the average club, making them
the highest outgoing for low and
mid-income clubs at 28% and
24% respectively of their total
expenditure. It is possible that any
increase in facility hiring costs will

drive increases in membership
fees as clubs struggle to afford
essential facilities. Increasing
membership fees may be
responsible for a reduction in
membership levels. This in turn
will reduce the finances available
for a club to hire facilities. Any
increases in facility hire costs
therefore have the potential to be
extremely detrimental to the
future of sports clubs. 

SOURCE OF HIRED FACILITIES

41%

32%

8%

6%

5%

8%

Base: All clubs hiring facilities (n=1,060)

Other

The local authority

A local school/college/university

A trust/charity

Another club (e.g. share the
grounds/venue)

A private organisation

Q. You said your club hires a facility, who owns it?
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SPORTS CLUB MEMBERSHIP

Sports clubs have an average of
104 adult members and 98 junior
members. Overall numbers for
adult membership are 11% lower
than in 2008.

Total membership levels
Total average adult membership
estimates (for both participating
and social members) in 2011 are
considerably lower than those
given for 2008 in the previous
survey – an average of 104 in 2011
compared to 117 in 2008. Over the
three years this equates to an 11%
fall which indicates the

emergence of a declining trend in
adult membership levels in
contrast to healthy growth in club
membership levels between 2007
and 2008. 

The picture for junior membership
over the short-term however is
one of growth, with average
figures indicating a 9% uplift in
membership from 90 to 98
between 2010 and 2011. Yet the
longer-term trend suggests that
average junior membership
estimates have, in fact, returned
to 2007 levels (98 members). 

Total membership estimates
Member type (participating 2007/2008 (n=2,991) 2010/11 (n=1,942)
and social members) 2007 2008 2010 2011

Adult members 113 117 101 104

Junior members 98 107 90 98

Total membership estimates – excluding golf
Member type (participating 2007/2008 (n=2,959) 2010/11 (n=1,924)
and social members) 2008 2010 2011

Adult members 103 92 95

Junior members 98 91 99

Note: 2011 and 2009 surveys asked membership numbers on the basis of ‘this year’ and
‘last year’. The 2009 survey reports on membership numbers for 2007 and 2008. Both
surveys are weighted to be representative of the sports club universe in the UK.

Due to their high membership
levels, and potential to skew the
results, golf clubs have been
excluded from the table below.

The result is an adult reduction of
9 members to 95, and a slight
increase of one member to 99 for
junior clubs.

The 2009 survey found that the
most commonly cited challenge
clubs were expecting to face
between 2009 and 2011 was
recruiting and retaining members.
The decline in adult membership
levels shows that these concerns
were well-founded, and
worryingly, recruiting and

retaining members remains the
most commonly-cited challenge
for clubs, with almost two in three
clubs (64%) specifying this in
2011. There is therefore a very real
possibility that the trend for
declining adult membership is set
to continue for now. 
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On average, annual membership
fees account for a third (35%) of a
sports club’s income, typically
making them the single largest
source of income for a club.
Continued declining membership
levels are therefore likely to
further threaten the already
diminishing annual income for
clubs and ultimately the already
small, and shrinking, average
surplus which clubs generate. It
appears that the prediction, then,
is for community sports clubs to
be in an increasingly vulnerable
position over the next two years. 

ALL ADULT MEMBERS (PARTICIPATING AND SOCIAL)

100

26

38

30

38

36

94

67

76

78

77

85

93

98

92

97

141

171

184

211

198

233

555

101

103

25

26

34

38

47

57

58

79

83

86

88

95

98

101

103

159

172

178

205

215

242

553

104

Other (n=148)

Aikido (n=70)

Gymnastics/Trampolining (n=55)

Netball (n=58)

Badminton (n=23)

Basketball (n=44)

Volleyball (n=26)

Swimming (n=69)

Football (n=124)

Canoeing (n=44)

Rugby league (n=40)

Rowing (n=47)

Cricket (n=551)

Hockey (n=64)

Cycling (n=19)

Bowls (n=216)

Athletics (n=17)

Squash (n=33)

Climbing (n=19)

Rugby union (n=114)

Tennis (n=34)

Sailing (n=109)

Golf (n=18)

Base: All sports clubs 2011

2011
2010All sports clubs (n=1,942)

Q. We would now like you to think how many adult members you have at your club (this year and last
year)...?

Across different sports, year-on-
year analysis between 2010 and
2011 highlights little change in
total adult membership average
levels. Golf (553 average total
adult members), sailing (242),
tennis (215) and rugby union (205)
attract the highest overall average
membership levels, whilst
gymnastics/ trampolining (26) and
aikido (25) have the fewest adult
members on average. 
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By contrast, between 2010 and
2011 there are some quite
dramatic increases in average
junior membership levels in a
number of sports. The largest
growth can be seen in
gymnastics/trampolining. This

may be reflective of the work
which British Gymnastics has
done to try and create more
spaces in clubs and to reduce
waiting lists by, for example,
encouraging structured sports
club-school links.

ALL JUNIOR MEMBERS (PARTICIPATING AND SOCIAL)

176

90

178

98

38
42Other (n=148)

1
1Climbing (n=19)

2
7

Bowls (n=216)

10
10

Aikido (n=70)

21
20Badminton (n=23)

19
25Volleyball (n=26)

25
32Netball (n=58)

30
32

Cycling (n=19)

35
34Squash (n=33)

34
36Rowing (n=47)

55
53

Golf (n=18)

42
54

Basketball (n=44)

58
59Canoeing (n=44)

60
60Sailing (n=109)

66
70Hockey (n=64)

75
79

Cricket (n=551)

129
119

Tennis (n=34)

97
122Rugby league (n=40)

117
122

Athletics (n=17)

134
159

Gymnastics/Trampolining (n=55)

145
161

Football (n=124)

164
176Rugby union (n=114)

Swimming (n=69)

Base: All sports clubs 2011

2011
2010All sports clubs (n=1,942)

Q. We would now like you to think how many junior members you have at your club (this year and last
year)...?
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Social and playing
membership
Clubs have an average of 68 adult
and 90 junior members that
participate in sport (65% of total
adult club membership and 92%
of total junior club membership
respectively). Average
membership numbers for
participating vary dramatically
across sports. The larger average
adult memberships can be found
in golf (460 members), tennis (185

members), sailing (181 members),
climbing (161 members), squash
(131 members) and athletics (130
members). Interestingly, in golf,
which has by far the highest
number of members on average,
club growth is less likely to be
constrained by access to facilities,
with members being able to share
space on a golf course more easily
than several teams can share a
court or pitch. 

ADULT MEMBERS THAT PARTICIPATE IN SPORT

83
15

24
28
30
33
35
37

45
46

53
66
68
73
78

86
87

130
131

161
181
185

460

68

Other (n=148)
Gymnastics/Trampolining (n=55)

Aikido (n=70)
Swimming (n=69)

Netball (n=58)
Basketball (n=44)

Football (n=124)
Badminton (n=23)

Cricket (n=551)
Rugby league (n=40)

Volleyball (n=26)
Rowing (n=47)
Cycling (n=19)

Canoeing (n=44)
Bowls (n=216)
Hockey (n=64)

Rugby union (n=114)
Athletics (n=17)

Squash (n=33)
Climbing (n=19)
Sailing (n=109)

Tennis (n=34)
Golf (n=18)

All sports clubs (n=1,942)

Base: All sports clubs 2011

Q. We would now like you to think how many adult members you have at your club...?
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With regards to junior participation,
the largest average levels can be
found in swimming (172 members),
rugby union (154 members),
gymnastics/ trampolining (149
members) and football (147
members). Some of these findings
could be reflective of specific
national governing body efforts to

encourage growth at a club level.
For example The Football
Association’s Respect campaign is
leading to a safer and more
enjoyable environment for the
game, making it more appealing
for young children. 

JUNIOR MEMBERS THAT PARTICIPATE IN SPORT

39
1
2

10
20
25
27
28
30
34

49
51
53

59
68
73

100
119
121

147
149
154

172

90

Other (n=148)
Climbing (n=19)

Bowls (n=216)
Aikido (n=70)

Badminton (n=23)
Volleyball (n=26)

Cycling (n=19)
Netball (n=58)
Squash (n=33)
Rowing (n=47)

Golf (n=18)
Basketball (n=44)

Sailing (n=109)
Canoeing (n=44)

Hockey (n=64)
Cricket (n=551)

Rugby league (n=40)
Tennis (n=34)

Athletics (n=17)
Football (n=124)

Gymnastics / Trampolining (n=55)
Rugby union (n=114)

Swimming (n=69)

All sports clubs (n=1,942)

Base: All sports clubs 2011

Q. We would now like you to think how many junior members you have at your club...?

On average, clubs have 36 adult
members that are involved on a
social basis, or in some capacity
other than sports participation. 

Social members account for
around one in three (35%) of all
sports club memberships
(compared to 40% in 2009). This
decline is mirrored by falling

average adult membership
numbers at an overall level. Social
members can include parents of
junior members, ex-players and
volunteers, all key in supporting
the club both in a practical sense
(for example by coaching) and also
by contributing to club income
levels. Bar, catering and
hospitality on average generates
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one-fifth (22%) of a club’s annual
income, the second highest
income stream. Fewer social
members may result in less
income through this valuable
avenue. There is also a wider
social value to social membership
which may be in jeopardy if the
trend continues. When a group of
people with shared interests and
values come together it is known
as ‘bonding social capital’.
Essentially this means that the
individuals involved will accrue
social benefits from their
relationships with one another –
for example, expanding their

social network, gaining a sense of
trust, reciprocity and belonging. A
weakening of social membership
could impact negatively on this
important tool for healthy, happy
societies.

In terms of club status, as you
would expect, Clubmark-
accredited clubs more generally
have higher levels of membership
for junior categories than
unaccredited junior clubs, and
tend to have fewer adult members
than CASC or charity status clubs.
This reflects the emphasis of the
scheme.

CLUB ORGANISATION (ADULT AND JUNIOR MEMBERSHIP)

63

145

143

98

114

125

133

104

Based upon the average number of adult/junior members (participating and social members)

Adult

Junior

All sports
clubs
(n=1,942)

CASC
(n=585)

Clubmark
(n=858)

Not  registered/
accredited

Avg.
members

Average adult club size

Average junior club size

Adult

Junior

Adult

Junior

Adult

Junior

Adult

Junior

102

94

Charity
status
(n=134)

Q. We would now like you to think how many adult and junior members you have at your club...?
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Growing, sustaining or
contracting membership
The proportion of clubs experiencing
growth in their adult membership
levels has declined 6% since 2008.

In terms of adult membership,
more than one in four (28%) of
clubs are experiencing growth
whilst 15% are contracting in
terms of adult membership
numbers. On balance, at an

overall level, this represents
growth in 13% of clubs. In 2008, a
higher proportion of clubs (34%)
were growing and slightly fewer
(13%) were contracting, resulting
in a slightly higher overall level of
growth in 21% of clubs. This
slowdown is indicative of the
already identified difficulties
which clubs have faced in the last
two to three years in recruiting
and retaining members. 

ADULT MEMBERS: PROPORTION OF CLUBS GROWING AND CONTRACTING MEMBERSHIP 

-17%
-16%
-14%

-19%
-15%

-19%
-27%

-35%
-11%

-14%
-9%

-11%
-15%

-23%
-7%

-22%
-7%

-20%

-11%
-8%

-5%

-13%
-15%

30%
5%

11%
13%

23%
23%
24%
24%
25%
25%
26%
26%
26%
28%
31%
32%

39%
44%
47%
47%
50%
52%

76%

34%
28%

NB: Based on combined adult participant and social membership (total membership) and growth or contraction of five or more members between this
year (2011) and last year (2010). Ranked in order of growth.  Overall change % represents the proportion of clubs within each sport which are either growing
or contracting  when growth and contraction are considered together by sport.

All sports clubs 2011 (n=1,942)

Athletics (n=17)
Basketball (n=44)

Rugby league (n=40)
Rowing (n=47)
Cycling (n=19)

Gymnastics/Trampolining (n=55)
Canoeing (n=44)

Rugby union (n=114)
Netball (n=58)
Sailing (n=109)

Tennis (n=34)
Cricket (n=551)

Badminton (n=23)
Swimming (n=69)

Hockey (n=64)
Golf (n=18)

Squash (n=33)
Volleyball (n=26)
Football (n=124)

Bowls (n=216)
Aikido (n=70)

Climbing (n=19)
Other (n=148)

% of clubs
growing

+13%
+21%

+76%
+47%
+42%
+36%
+47%
+24%
+32%
+10%
+24%

+5%
+11%
+15%
+16%
+11%
+14%
-11%

-3%
+4%
+8%
-6%
-3%

-11%
+13%

Overall change, % of clubs
(adult membership)

% of clubs
contracting

All sports clubs 2008 (n=2,562)
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There is, of course, considerable
variation across sports, with no
evidence of contraction at all
amongst athletics and cycling
clubs, reflecting a current trend
for the increasing popularity of
more individualised sports. One in
three (35%) golf clubs are
experiencing contracting
membership on the other hand.
This could be reflective of the very
particular nature of golf, where
there is a strong desire amongst
players to try the challenge of new
and different courses which can
now be done with ease. In light of
this, membership to any single
club may be less appealing to
many golfers today. It can also be
seen that sailing differs from
other sports in that it appears to
be polarised with 28% of clubs
reporting adult membership
growth and 23% reporting
contraction.

Note: some figures are based on small
sample sizes and should be treated as
indicative, particularly athletics and
cycling.

By comparison, nearly one in
three (31%) clubs have
experienced growth in their junior
memberships, and one in four
(25%) report a fall over the last
year – more than twice as many
than in 2008. This equates to an
overall growth in 6% of clubs
which is not only smaller than that
for adult membership levels but
also a more significant reduction
in growth from 2008 levels when
junior memberships grew overall
in 30% of clubs. This may be a
result of some parents being
unable to afford multiple sports
club membership for their
children in difficult economic
times (not helped by increasing
junior membership fees),
resulting in children choosing one
sport to continue membership in
or ceasing to participate
altogether. There also remains a
wider general challenge for sports
to attract and retain new junior
members in a society where there
is considerable competition for
their leisure time and spend. 

On a sport by sport basis, for
junior membership we see no
evidence of contraction at all
within volleyball as opposed to
considerable contraction for two
in five (43%) rugby league clubs
and one in three (35%) golf clubs.
This indicates that for golf clubs,
despite high levels of average
membership, adult and junior
memberships are contracting at
the same rate. In sailing, just like
with adult membership levels,
junior memberships appear to be
polarised, with 15% of clubs
reporting contraction and 17%
reporting growth. In addition,
swimming (25% of clubs
contracting compared to 23%
growing junior membership),
cycling (16% of clubs contracting
and the same amount growing
junior membership), and
badminton (13% of clubs
contracting compared to 17%
growing junior membership), are
also experiencing polarisation
within junior membership levels. 
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JUNIOR MEMBERS: PROPORTION OF CLUBS GROWING AND CONTRACTING MEMBERSHIP 

-9%

-9%
-24%

-16%
-13%

-15%
-12%

-9%
-10%
-10%

-16%
-25%

-35%
-12%
-10%
-9%

-9%
-9%

-43%
-18%

-10%
-25%

16%
0%
1%
9%

15%
16%
17%
17%
18%
21%
22%
23%
23%
23%
24%

29%
32%
34%
35%
35%

41%
48%

53%

40%
31%

Gymnastics/trampolining (n=55)
Rugby league (n=40)

Basketball (n=44)
Football (n=124)
Volleyball (n=26)

Hockey (n=64)
Rugby union (n=114)

Athletics (n=17)
Golf (n=18)

Swimming (n=69)
Canoeing (n=44)

Cricket (n=551)
Netball (n=58)
Rowing (n=47)
Squash (n=33)

Sailing (n=109)
Badminton (n=23)

Cycling (n=19)
Tennis (n=34)
Aikido (n=70)

Bowls (n=216)
Climbing (n=19)

Other (n=148)

+6%
+30%

+35%
+5%

+32%
+26%
+35%
+25%
+22%
+17%
-14%
-2%
+7%

+13%
+12%
+12%

+6%
+2%
+4%

0%
-9%
0%

+1%
0%

+7%

% of clubs
growing

Overall change, % of clubs
(junior membership)

% of clubs
contracting

All sports clubs 2011 (n=1,942)
All sports clubs 2008 (n=2,326)

NB: Based on combined junior participant and social membership (total membership) and growth or contraction of five or more members between this year (2011)
and last year (2010). Ranked in order of growth.  Overall change % represents the proportion of clubs within each sport which are either growing or contracting
when growth and contraction are considered together by sport.

One in three (33%) Clubmark-
accredited clubs have
demonstrated growth in their
junior membership over the last
12 to 24 months. This compares to
just 13% of clubs who have no
accreditation/registration. It is
difficult to know if this is due to
the success of the Clubmark
scheme, or if those clubs with
good potential to grow their junior
memberships are more likely to
seek Clubmark accreditation. If
the former, it would suggest that
parents value the Clubmark
criteria when choosing a club for
their children. 

When we look at CASCs however,
fewer clubs have experienced
growth in their junior membership
levels than clubs with other forms
of accreditation, or the total
sample of clubs. Only one in four
CASCs detailed growing numbers
of junior members. This could
imply that there are not enough
benefits for junior players in the
current CASC scheme. 
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PROPORTION OF CLUBS GROWING AND CONTRACTING

% of clubs
growing

% of clubs
contracting

-7%

-14%

-10%

-17%

-10%

-11%

-14%

-14%

-25%

-15%

13%

23%

25%

30%

31%

40%

33%

33%

31%

28%
All sports clubs (n=1,942)

Clubmark-accredited (n=858)

CASC status (n=585)

Not registered/accredited (n=769)

Club status

NB: Based on combined adult / junior participant and social membership (total membership) and growth or contraction of five or more
members between this year (2011) and last year (2010).

Charity (n=134)

Adult

Junior

Adult

Junior

Adult

Junior

Adult

Junior

Adult

Junior
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Membership fees
Participation fees for adult
members have increased 9% to an
average of £76 in 2011, compared
to £70 in 2007.

The equivalent fee for junior
participation is now £52 compared
to £47 in 2007 (an 11% increase).
We conclude that the growth in
membership fees outstrips
inflation indicating a real increase
in the cost of sports participation
over the last three years.

Average membership fees
Member type 2007 2008 2010 2011

All sports clubs All sports clubs 
(n=2,175) (n=1,858)

Adult participant £70 £70 £74 £76

Junior participant £47 £46 £50 £52

These estimates provide a
like-for-like comparison with the
2009 Sports Club Survey based on
the ‘total’ sample. Whilst providing
a useful comparison, this approach
artificially deflates actual fee
estimates because calculations are
based on all clubs regardless of
their offer i.e. the figure for junior
fees is based on all clubs not just
on junior clubs.

Once adjusted to provide a more
accurate estimate based on the

clubs that have current adult or
junior members, the average fee
for adult participation grows to
£83 for 2011 and £61 for juniors.
The figures for 2010 are slightly
lower (£81 and £58 respectively)
indicating inflationary pressure on
participant fees over the last 12
months. It is worth noting that
these are the highest recorded
estimates for sport participation
and suggest that the cost of
participation is significantly higher
than initially thought. 

Average membership fees
Member type 2010 2011

Adult participant (all adult clubs n=1,805) £81 £83

Adult social (all adult clubs (n=1,474) £10 £10

Junior participant (all junior clubs n=1,520) £58 £61

Junior social (all junior clubs n=360) £6 £5
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Across different sports, average
membership fees are generally
increasing year-on-year, albeit at
a slow pace (£83 in 2011
compared to £81 in 2010). 

The highest adult fees to
participate are seen in golf (an
average cost of £757) reflecting
the associated costs of facilities
and the fact that many golf clubs
run as commercial businesses
with profit in mind. The next
highest is seen in rowing (an
average cost of £201) which
reflects the cost of equipment and
facility upkeep. Squash,

swimming, volleyball, tennis and
basketball are all at similar cost
levels with averages around £130–
£160 a year.

The lowest cost sports for adult
participation include climbing and
cycling. In the case of cycling, this
might be one aspect that has
helped drive membership growth
for nearly half the cycling clubs in
this survey. With climbing, the
lower membership fees may
reflect low facility costs given that
89% of clubs use public spaces to
participate in their sport. 

ADULT PARTICIPANT MEMBERSHIP FEES – 2010 AND 2011

£71

£10

£28

£34

£39

£43

£44

£58

£61

£69

£64

£60

£85

£83

£87

£112

£132

£137

£141

£144

£150

£189

£729

£81

£70

£11

£29

£38

£42

£43

£47

£60

£64

£67

£67

£72

£88

£91

£98

£116

£135

£141

£147

£152

£158

£201

£757

£83

Other (n=139)

Cycling (n=19)

Climbing (n=18)

Athletics (n=16)

Canoeing (n=42)

Football (n=81)

Rugby league (n=35)

Cricket (n=545)

Bowls (n=213)

Badminton (n=20)

Rugby union (n=112)

Gymnastics / Trampolining (n=38)

Sailing (n=101)

Aikido (n=67)

Netball (n=52)

Hockey (n=62)

Basketball (n=38)

Tennis (n=34)

Volleyball (n=24)

Swimming (n=55)

Squash (31)

Rowing (n=45)

Golf (n=18)

Based upon the average adult membership fee (£) for participating in sport

2011
2010All adult sports clubs (n=1,805)

Q. How much is the individual adult fee to participate in the activity at your club?
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By club status, the major
difference in average adult
membership fees is not
surprisingly between those clubs
which are profit-making and those
which are not-for-profit. On
average, at £82 a year, not-for-
profit clubs charge 61% a year
less than their profit-making
counterparts, which charge £208 a
year. Facility-owning clubs are
also charging more for adult
membership at an average of
£138 a year compared to £65 for
non-facility-owning clubs. It is
likely that members of facility-
owning clubs are paying higher
fees to contribute to the costs of
owning and maintaining the

facility. If facility running costs
such as business rates, utility
charges and licensing fees were
lower, we would expect to see
lower membership fees and
subsequently a potential increase
in membership numbers. 

CASCs have on average, a 9%
lower adult membership fee than
unregistered clubs in 2011. It may
be that the financial benefits
which clubs gain from CASC
status such as 80% mandatory
rate relief and the ability to claim
Gift Aid on donations are passed
on to members in part through
these lower fees. 
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ADULT PARTICIPANT MEMBERSHIP FEES

£38

£31

£80

£218

£64

£134

£55

£78

£81

£91

£81

£43

£43

£82

£208

£65

£138

£58

£79

£84

£92

£83

Base: All sports clubs 2011 with adult members  (n=1,805)

Not registered/
accredited (n=720)

CASC (n=568)

Facility owning (n=559)

Profit-making club (n=20)

2011
2010

All sports clubs

Club status

Clubmark (n=780)

Charity (n=124

Non-owning (n=1246)

Non-profit club (n=1,719)

Informal (n=27)

Other (n=39)

Q. How much is the individual adult fee to participate in the activity at your club?

Interestingly, the largest variations
are a £12 increase between 2010
and 2011 for informal clubs and a
£10 year-on-year fall in the cost of
membership for those clubs set up
to make a profit. This indicates that
informal clubs are increasing
membership costs to try and
generate more income to the club,
whilst profit-making clubs may be
reducing costs in order to attempt
to retain memberships. A large
proportion of profit-making clubs
can be found within golf and
squash, both sports where high
proportions of clubs have
contracting membership levels. 
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ADULT SOCIAL MEMBERSHIP FEES – 2010 AND 2011

£12

£0

£0

£2

£3

£3

£3

£3

£7

£7

£8

£7

£10

£13

£15

£16

£16

£23

£24

£27

£31

£38

£58

£10

£12

£0

£0

£2

£3

£3

£3

£4

£6

£7

£8

£8

£9

£14

£15

£16

£18

£23

£25

£29

£32

£39

£58

£10

Other (n=87)
Aikido (n=10)

Volleyball (n=12)
Gymnastics/Trampolining (n=38)

Football (n=94)
Basketball (n=33)

Rugby league (n=38)
Badminton (n=5)
Athletics (n=12)

Cycling (n=16)
Netball (n=25)

Swimming (n=53)
Bowls (n=178)

Cricket (n=521)
Canoeing (n=26)

Hockey (n=48)
Tennis (n=20)

Climbing (n=5)
Squash (n=14)

Rugby union (n=110)
Rowing (n=35)
Sailing (n=79)

Golf (n=15)

Based upon average social membership fee (£)

2011
2010

All sports clubs with social members
(n=1,474)

Q. How much is the individual fee to not participate in the activity at the club (e.g. social or volunteer)?

Golf (£58), sailing (£39) and rowing
(£32) have the highest adult social
membership fees which are
reflected in the facilities which
these sports make available for
their social members to use.
These facilities can enable clubs
to generate higher average
incomes from their bar and
catering offers, for example golf
clubs have an average bar/
catering income of £84,802 and
sailing an average of £53,054
compared to £8,462 across all
sports. 
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JUNIOR PARTICIPANT MEMBERSHIP FEES – 2010 AND 2011

£41

£8

£7

£14

£23

£26

£26

£30

£25

£35

£43

£48

£46

£50

£60

£66

£75

£83

£81

£114

£104

£110

£203

£58

£46

£8

£8

£14

£25

£28

£29

£30

£31

£37

£44

£49

£50

£53

£65

£72

£79

£80

£87

£109

£110

£113

£180

£61

Other (n=108)
Climbing (n=3)
Cycling (n=14)

Bowls (n=101)
Canoeing (n=38)
Cricket (n=525)

Rugby league (n=36)
Sailing (n=83)

Athletics (n=14)
Rugby union (n=83)

Tennis (n=34)

Netball (n=34)
Squash (n=31)
Hockey (n=55)

Badminton (n=20)
Volleyball (n=17)

Football (n=97)

Gymnastics/Trampolining (n=50)
Aikido (n=35)

Golf (n=18)
Rowing (n=34)

Basketball (n=36)

Swimming (n=54)

Based on average junior membership fee (£) for participating in sport

2011
2010

All junior sports clubs
(n= 1,520)

Q. How much is the individual junior fee to participate in the activity at your club?

Among junior clubs, swimming
has the highest average
participant fee although there has
been a decrease this year
compared to last (£180, down
from £203) as declared by the
clubs surveyed. The cost of hiring
facilities is relatively high for
swimming clubs and will push up
fees to participate. For example
swimming clubs spend an
average of £34,457 on facilities
per annum, compared to an all
sports average of £6,223. Again
we see that climbing and cycling
have the lowest fees at £8 a year
each, reflecting their use of public
spaces rather than hired facilities.
These findings demonstrate that
affordable sports facilities have a

role to play in helping clubs to
reduce their membership fees and
tackle declining membership
levels. 

Three sports (golf, basketball and
rowing) charge similar playing
fees for juniors (slightly over £100
a year). Of these, basketball has
the strongest junior growth, from
an average of 42 members in
2010, to 54 in 2011 (an impressive
proportional increase of 29% in
junior members). More than one
in two basketball clubs (57%) in
our survey are Clubmark-
accredited helping to explain such
strong figures. 
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CLUB VOLUNTEERS AND PAID STAFF

Clubs have an average of 20
volunteers and one paid member
of staff.

Sports clubs rely on an average of
20 volunteers and one paid
member of staff (either full-time or
part-time) to deliver their activities.
These results are very similar to
2009 (21 and one respectively),
suggesting a continued
dependence, but no real change, in
the level of volunteering. 

The overall picture hides a great
deal of variation between different
types of clubs, with volunteer
numbers rising to 25 for CASCs

and Clubmark accredited clubs
and as high as 28 for profit-
making clubs, compared to 20
amongst non-profit clubs.
Excluding profit-making clubs, we
see that facility-owning clubs have
more paid staff at an average of
four per club. In addition they also
have a higher average of
volunteers (27 compared to 21 for
all sports clubs) indicating that
facility ownership requires greater
resource and support. This is
presumably because there are
more processes and procedures
to deal with, more maintenance
work and therefore increased
overall responsibility. 

VOLUNTEERS AND PAID STAFF

0

8

1

16

1

4

1

3

1

2

1

1

8

20

28

18

27

14

22

25

25

20

Based on the average number of volunteers/paid staff at clubs

Volunteers (n=1,942)
Paid staff (n=1,942)

All sports clubs 2011

Club status

Clubmark (n=857)

Facility owning (n=576)

Profit-making club (n=1,838)

CASC (n=585)

Charity (n=133)

Not registered/accredited (n=768)

Non-facility owning (n=1,364)

Non-profit club

Other (n=48)

Informal (n=31)

Q. We are interested in how many volunteers and paid staff there are at your club?
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Nearly half (49%) of all sports
clubs have a person with a
formally designated role of co-
ordinating the activities of club
volunteers. This reflects the
importance of volunteers to the
sports sector and the desire to
maximise these contributions to
best effect.

Some sports appear more
organised in having a formally
appointed volunteer co-ordinator,
including gymnastics (89% of
clubs), rugby union (71% of clubs),

canoeing (70% of clubs), rugby
league (68% of clubs), volleyball
(62% of clubs) and netball (59% of
clubs). These are amongst the
high growth sports for adults
and/or juniors which may require
a greater dependency on
volunteer involvement. Whilst we
are unable to establish causality,
it could also be that the
implementation of a volunteer co-
ordinator helps to provide the
appropriate structure for a club to
be able to expand. 

VOLUNTEER CO-ORDINATOR

47%
21%
22%

25%
35%
36%

38%
41%
42%
43%
44%

53%
53%

56%
56%
57%
57%

59%
62%

68%
70%
71%

89%

49%

Other (n=148)
Climbing (n=19)

Badminton (n=23)
Bowls (n=216)
Tennis (n=34)

Squash (n=33)
Rowing (n=47)
Hockey (n=64)
Cycling (n=19)

Cricket (n=551)
Golf (n=18)

Aikido (n=70)
Athletics (n=17)

Football (n=124)
Sailing (n=109)

Swimming (n=69)
Basketball (n=44)

Netball (n=58)
Volleyball (n=26)

Rugby league (n=40)
Canoeing (n=44)

Rugby union (n=114)
Gymnastics/Trampolining (n=55)

All sports clubs 2011 (n=1,942)

Based on the proportion of clubs that have a designated volunteer co-ordinator

Q. Does your club have a person with a formally designated role of co-ordinating the activities of club
volunteers?
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SPORTS CLUB FINANCES

Sports club income
The average income of a sports
club in the UK was £35,736 in 2010,
compared to £41,937 in 2008. 

The fall in average income
between 2010 and 2008
represents a 15% drop in club
incomes over a two year period. 

With golf clubs excluded from this
calculation, due to their unique
characteristics in our sample,
then the average club income falls
to £25,628 for 2010, compared to
£27,781 in 2008 (an 8% drop in
average club income over the two
year period).

SPORTS CLUB INCOME 2007–2010 TREND

£35,736

£25,628

£40,508 £41,937

£35,430

£27,781
£24,824

2007 2008 2009 2010

Base: All sports clubs where income data provided in 2011 survey  (2009 n=1,591/2010 n=1,665)

Average sports club income exluding golf clubs in 2011 survey (2009 n=1,575/2010 n=1,649)
                                                                                     in 2009 survey (2008 n=1,811)

in 2009 survey  (2008/2007 n=1833)

Q. Thinking about the money that came in, approximately, how much income did the club receive in the
last and previous year? 

Note: Income is based on the previous full financial period for clubs. This will vary
between clubs and is most likely to reflect 2010 and 2009 for the 2011 survey, and 2008
and 2007 for the 2009 Sports Club Survey. These have therefore been used for illustrative
purposes.
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SPORTS CLUB INCOME 

£20,203
£6,604

£7,336

£9,367

£9,691
£10,526

£14,292
£15,330

£17,662

£18,391

£18,539
£19,755

£20,763

£31,710
£33,545

£33,878

£47,069

£52,651
£66,589

£69,685
£92,913

£108,075

£518,066

£35,736

Other sports (n=130)

Netball (n=46)
Aikido (n=52)

Volleyball (n=19)

Badminton (n=21)
Cycling (n=17)

Basketball (n=35)

Athletics (n=15)
Climbing (n=16)

Bowls (n=202)

Football (n=108)
Rugby league (n=31)

Canoeing (n=30)

Hockey (n=47)
Squash (n=29)

Cricket (n=502)

Gymnastics/Trampolining (n=38)
Sailing (n=91)

Swimming (n=53)

Rowing (n=35)
Tennis (n=32)

Rugby union (n=100)

Golf (n=16)

All sports clubs 2010 (n=1,665)

Base: All sports clubs providing income data
Based upon average club incomes for sport

Q. Thinking about the money that came in, approximately, how much income did the club receive in the
last year? 

Average club incomes vary quite
dramatically by sport reflecting
the differing levels of membership
fees. Golf (as in 2009) attracts the
highest average annual club
income, followed by rugby union
(£108,075), tennis (£92,913),
rowing (£69,685) and swimming

(£66,589). These sports either
have high average membership
numbers or high membership
fees (or both) contributing to
higher average incomes. Netball
has the lowest annual income of
the sports we provide analysis for
at £6,604.

By club status, CASCs generate
the highest revenues at an
average of £48,573, closely
followed by Clubmark-accredited
clubs at £43,863. 

Note there will be some duplication based
on clubs with dual status in these figures.

Clubs with neither accreditation nor
CASC status generate the lowest
average incomes (£30,941)
reflecting the trend for lower
membership levels. Similarly, and
not surprisingly, non-profit clubs
generate less income (£35,607)
than profit-making clubs
(£104,417).
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The major sources of club income
are illustrated in the table below.
These have been broken into three
income bands to represent low,
mid and high income clubs.

In general, annual membership
fees account for a third of a sports
club’s income (35%), although this
proportion falls considerably for
clubs with less than £10,000
revenue per annum (down to
24%). Bar, catering and hospitality
income generally applies only to
clubs with an income in excess of
£10,000 as it is these clubs that
more commonly own or have

access to the facilities required to
generate income in this way.

Smaller clubs, not surprisingly,
rely more on match, game or
session fees than high income
clubs (27% and 16% respectively).
These directly reflect membership
numbers which will fluctuate.
Lower income clubs also have
greater reliance on grants and on
fundraising/donations (13% and
12% respectively), which in turn
highlights the delicate balancing
act many clubs will face in
securing sufficient income to
survive. 

Major sources of income for sports clubs
All sports clubs Club size

(n=1,665) (based on income range)

Low income Mid income High income
clubs clubs clubs

£ % of club <£10K £10K–£30K £30K+
Income type Average income (n=674) (n=519) (n=472)

Annual membership fees £13,212 35% 24% 34% 35%

Bar, catering and hospitality £8,462 22% 4% 14% 24%

Match, game, tournament, race fees, days tickets,
session fees and spectator receipts £6,366 17% 27% 17% 16%

Grants (including lottery, sports fund, trusts etc) £2,726 7% 13% 7% 7%

Fundraising (events) and donations £2,388 6% 12% 11% 5%

Sports services including coaching and instruction £1,476 4% 4% 7% 4%

Premises (renting out, hire of facilities) £1,420 4% 9% 3% 4%

Commercial sponsorship £1,200 3% 4% 4% 3%

Other money £1,018 3% 3% 2% 3%

Note: data is based on all clubs providing detailed income breakdowns
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Sports club expenditure
The average expenditure of a
sports club in the UK is £34,585,
compared to £35,846 in 2007. 

Similar to club income, the 2011
survey reports a 14% drop in
expenditure from £40,089 to
£34,585. We conclude that clubs
are reducing their spending in line
with a reduction in income. A
worrying assumption could be
made from this finding. It is
possible that less investment in
clubs due to low incomes will

ultimately lead to a less appealing
offer. A less appealing offer will
make it difficult to retain existing
members or attract new ones.
This in turn will reduce the
income to the club and make
investment even less possible. The
cycle could be set to continue until
a sports club can no longer
operate. 

With golf excluded the average
expenditure falls to £24,673, down
from £27,459 in 2008 (a 10% drop
in expenditure). 

SPORTS CLUB EXPENDITURE 2007–2010 TREND

£34,585

£24,673

£35,846

£40,089

£33,953

£27,459
£23,743

2007 2008 2009 2010

Base: All sports clubs where expenditure data provided in 2011 survey  (2009 n=1,594/2010 n=1,673)
in 2009 survey  (2008/2007 n=1, 542)

Average club expenditure exluding golf clubs in 2011 survey (2009 n=1,576/2010 n=1,657
in 2009 survey (2008 n=1,525)

Q. Thinking about the money that has gone out of the club, approximately, what were your club's
expenses in the last and previous year? 

Note: Expenditure is based on the previous full financial period for clubs. This will vary between clubs and is most likely to reflect 2010
and 2009 (for the current survey), and 2008 and 2007 for the 2009 Sports Club Survey.
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Expenditure levels again vary
dramatically across sport and, not
surprisingly, mirror income levels
given that the majority of clubs
are non-profit and need to break
even or generate surplus income
to reinvest. 

Not surprisingly, golf clubs have
the highest spend level at just
over £509,000, followed by rugby
union (£96,269), tennis (£81,138),
swimming (£67,986) and rowing
(£65,204). Clubs in these sports
have the highest incomes, tend to
have larger memberships and,
with the exception of swimming,
are more likely to own their

facilities. We have already
established that on average
swimming clubs have
considerably higher outgoings on
hiring facilities, therefore here we
can see facility ownership and
access as contributing
significantly to club operating
costs. 

Average expenditures are lowest
for aikido (£6,933) and netball
(£5,947). Clubs in these sports are
the least likely to own their
facilities and this could play a part
in why expenditures are
considerably lower.

SPORTS CLUB EXPENDITURE 

£18,483
£5,947
£6,933
£8,512
£8,784
£9,320
£13,268
£14,096
£15,738
£17,774
£20,077
£22,474
£22,996

£31,509
£32,203
£32,513

£45,771
£47,785

£65,204
£67,986

£81,138
£96,269

£509,242

£34,585

Other (n=121)
Netball (n=47)

Aikido (n=54)
Cycling (n=17)

Volleyball (n=20)
Badminton (n=21)

Athletics (n=15)
Basketball (n=35)

Climbing (n=16)
Football (n=108)
Canoeing (n=30)

Bowls (n=203)
Rugby league (n=31)

Hockey (n=47)
Squash (n=28)

Cricket (n=502)
Gymnastics/Trampolining (n=38)

Sailing (n=94)
Rowing (n=45)

Swimming (n=53)
Tennis (n=32)

Rugby union (n=100)
Golf (n=16)

All sports clubs 2010 (n=1,673)

Base: All sports clubs provinding expenditure data
Based upon average club expenditures for sport

Q. Thinking about the money that has gone out of the club, approximately, what were your club's expenses
in the last year?
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The major sources of club
expenditure are illustrated in the
table below. As with the income
analysis, these have been broken
into three income bands to help
identify the major cost elements for
clubs of different scale. 

Staff costs and volunteer
expenses appear to account for
more than a quarter (27%) of the
total expenditure of sports clubs.
However, this proportion drops to
just 6% for smaller clubs where it
will more likely reflect volunteer
expenses, whilst larger clubs
(high income clubs), will have
significant costs for paid staff in
addition to volunteer expenses
(29%). On closer inspection, given
this divergence across club sizes
for volunteer costs, facilities costs
(including hire and maintenance)
are a considerable source of
expense. For low-income clubs
facilities costs represent over a
quarter (28%) of their expenses,
whilst for mid-income clubs it is

just less than this (24%). This
makes facilities costs the largest
single expense for these clubs,
whilst it is the second largest
expense after staff costs for high
income clubs at 18%. 

For low and mid-income clubs, the
cost of equipment and kit
represents the next largest
expense at 20% and 18%
respectively, followed by fees for
matches, games, tournaments and
so on. This is in contrast to high
income clubs, where the third
largest expense is on bar, catering
and hospitality (14% of
expenditure). The differences in
expenses here indicate that whilst
smaller clubs find that their main
expenses are incurred through
attempting to play their sport,
larger clubs are also attempting to
spend money in a way that may
help to generate further funds. The
extra cushioning of a higher
income allows them to be able to
do so more easily. 

Major sources of expenditure 
All sports clubs Club size

(n=1,673) (based on income)

Low income Mid income High income
clubs clubs clubs

£ % of <£10K £10K–£30K £30K+
Expenditure type Average expenditure (n=682) (n=518) (n=471)

Staff costs (including salary) and volunteer expenses £9,104 27% 6% 4% 29%

Premises/hiring costs (maintenance) £6,223 19% 28% 24% 18%

Sports costs (equipment, transport, kit) £4,649 14% 20% 18% 13%

Bar, catering and hospitality £3,966 12% 4% 8% 14%

Bills and charges (utilities, business rates etc) £3,485 10% 9% 15% 10%

Match, game, tournament or race fees £2,551 8% 17% 16% 6%

Fundraising costs £485 1% 3% 4% 1%

Affiliation fees £372 1% 6% 3% <1%

Other expenditure £2,784 8% 7% 7% 10%

Note: data is based on all clubs providing detailed expenditure breakdowns
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Sports club surplus and
deficit
Average club surpluses have
declined 45% since 2008, with the
last 12 months accounting for
26% of the decline (from an
annual average of £1,986 to
£1,091).

Overall, fewer than one in four
(23%) sports clubs are managing
to balance their income and
expenditure so that they just break

even, whilst a further 28% are
operating with a deficit. This
leaves just under half (49%) of
sports clubs operating with a
surplus. The proportion of clubs
making a surplus remains
identical to the 2009 survey, whilst
the proportion operating with a
deficit has slightly grown
reflecting the overall reduction in
surplus and, we suspect, the slow
build-up of financial pressure for
many over the last 24 months.

SPORTS CLUBS IN SURPLUS OR DEFICIT

-14%
-32%

-13%
-38%

-26%
-35%

-23%
-34%

-29%
-3%
-3%

-33%

-31%
-11%

-29%
-18%

-21%
-23%

-28%
-20%

-13%

-26%
-28%

33%
35%

44%
46%
47%
48%
49%
49%
49%
50%
50%
51%
53%
55%
57%
57%

61%
62%
63%
63%
64%

73%

49%
49%

-1%

All sports clubs 2010 (n=1,661)
All sports clubs 2008 (n=1,743)

Athletics (n=15)
Football (n=107)

Tennis(n=32)
Sailing (n=91)

Rowing (n=34)
Gymnastics/Trampolining (n=38)

Squash (n=28)
Netball (n=46)

Cricket (n=502)
Cycling (n=17)
Bowls (n=202)

Golf (n=16)
Climbing (n=16)

Basketball (n=35)
Swimming (n=53)

Hockey (n=47)
Canoeing (n=31)
Volleyball (n=19)

Rugby union (n=99)
Aikido (n=52)

Rugby league (n=31)
Badminton (n=21)

Based upon clubs providing income and expenditure data for 2010 & 2008

% of clubs
in deficit

% of clubs
in surplus

Note: the above chart is calculated by analysing those clubs that are in surplus (by £200 or more), or in deficit (by £200 or more). 
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The year-on-year decline in the
amount of surplus clubs make
continues the trend seen in the
last survey and suggests a serious
longer-term issue for sports clubs
in the UK. The slightest increase
in expenses can therefore make
the difference between a club
making a surplus or a deficit. 

For those clubs in deficit, the
average is £7,750, this may be so
high because one in ten (10%)
clubs that are operating with a
deficit do so with one of £10,000 or
more. We conclude that clubs in
deficit are surviving through
careful cash flow management
but with average surpluses
reducing we may see this
situation become untenable for
some clubs. 

Considerably higher numbers of
clubs operate with a deficit within
rugby union (38% of clubs),
canoeing (35% of clubs),
swimming (34% of clubs), bowls
(33% of clubs) and rugby league
(32% of clubs). We see higher
proportions of clubs operating
with a surplus in athletics (73% of
clubs), football (64% of clubs),
tennis (63% of clubs), sailing (63%
of clubs) and rowing (62% of
clubs). This is partly explained by
the average growth in

Estimated sports club surplus
Sports Clubs 2007 2008 2009 2010

All sports clubs All sports clubs 
(n=1,623) (n=1,661)

Club income (average) £40,508 £41,937 £35,430 £35,736

Club expenditure (average) £35,846 £40,089 £33,953 £34,585

Surplus* (average) £2,999 £1,986 £1,466 £1,091

Note: Income and expenditure is based on the previous full financial period for clubs. This
will vary between clubs and is most likely to reflect 2010 and 2009 (for the current survey),
and 2008 and 2007 for the 2009 Sports Club survey.

* surplus calculations have been based on all clubs providing both income and
expenditure data and therefore vary to average income and expenditure estimates.

memberships for these sports.
For example, athletics has an
average of 159 adult members in
2011, up from 141 in 2010, whilst
football demonstrates junior
membership growth from 145
average junior members in 2010
to 161 in 2011. 

Note: in some instances these results are
based on small samples of clubs so should
be treated as indicative.

This situation, not surprisingly, is
far more pressing for those clubs
that are generating lower
revenues (up to £10,000) where
the 2010 picture is already one of
overall deficit at £65. This means
many smaller clubs are
vulnerable to going under as they
are least able to respond to a
deficit situation or any increase in
costs, however slight. They are
also the clubs that are most
dependent on grants, fundraising
and donations which may all
reduce or disappear in the current
economic climate. There is
therefore no doubt that more
support is needed for smaller
clubs.
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Profit-making clubs, not
surprisingly, are making
significant profits (an average of
£12,679 p.a.), whilst levels of
surplus for non-profit clubs are
well below the average (£856,
compared to the overall surplus
estimate of £1,091). This situation
presents an even more pressing
set of statistics than the initial
analysis suggests. 

Similarly, those clubs that own
their facilities are able to
capitalise on them and on average
are making ten times more
surplus than non-owning clubs
(£3,947 for facility-owning clubs
compared to £385 for non-facility-
owning). This is good for facility-
owning clubs as those which are
not-for-profit will reinvest funds
back into club development. 

Estimated sports club surplus (2010)
Club size (based on income)

Low income club Mid income club High income club
(<£10K pa) (£10-£30K pa) (£30K+ pa)

(n=674) (n=519) (n=472)

Club income (average) £3,843 £17,875 £128,830

Club expenditure (average) £4,050 £17,047 £125,160

Surplus/deficit* –£65 £916 £3,756

Note: Income and expenditure is based on the previous full financial period for clubs. This
will vary between clubs and is most likely to reflect 2010 and 2009.

* surplus/deficit calculations have been based on all clubs providing both income and
expenditure data and therefore vary to average income and expenditure estimates.

The picture is not universal across
sport nor within individual sports,
since whilst some of the larger
sports show a healthy overall
surplus, they also have many
individual clubs operating with
deficits. For example, on average
we see tennis clubs making a
surplus of £11,775 yet 28% of
tennis clubs operate in deficit. In
rugby union clubs are making an
average surplus of £11,592 but
38% are in deficit. This is, in part,
the challenge for national
governing bodies in helping clubs
understand how to develop and
grow through the sharing of best
practice.
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SPORTS CLUB SURPLUS/DEFICIT

£191

£196

£201

£254

£371

£541

£686

£866

£1,298

£1,365

£1,924

£2,014

£2,062

£2,539

£3,775

£4,610

£8,824

£11,592

£11,775

£1,091

–£4,170

–£3,241

–£1,397

Volleyball (n=20)

Basketball (n=35)

Hockey (n=47)

Aikido (n=54)

Badminton (n=21)

Netball (n=46)

Canoeing (n=30)

Football (n=107)

Gymnastics/Trampolining (n=38)

Cricket (n=502)

Climbing (n=16)

Cycling (n=17)

Athletics (n=15)

Squash (n=28)

Sailing (n=91)

Rowing (n=34)

Golf (n=16)

Rugby union (n=99)

Tennis (n=32)

All sports clubs (n=1,661)

Based upon clubs providing income and expenditure data

Swimming (n=53)
Rugby league (n=31)

Bowls (n=202)

Other sports, where on average
clubs are much closer to, or are
already operating in deficit include
hockey (£201), basketball (£196),
volleyball (£191), swimming
(–£1,397), rugby league (–£3,241)
and bowls (–£4,170). 

In the case of bowls the overhead
costs of facilities and maintenance

(29% of club expenses), and the
cost of associated bills and
charges for facilities (20% of club
expenses) are the major
expenditures pushing clubs into a
deficit position. The slightest
reduction in membership income
or increase in ancillary costs can
therefore have a major impact on
their financial situation.
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SPORTS CLUB CHALLENGES

Generating sufficient income and
recruiting new members are the
main clubs challenges for sports
clubs in the next two years.

The recruitment and retention of
new members and participants is
the primary challenge for clubs
looking ahead over the next two
years, as highlighted by more than
six in ten clubs (64%). This is
universal across all clubs and
reflected in the fall in adult
membership between 2008, when
there were on average 117 adult
members per club, to 2011 where
we now see 104 adult members
on average. 

Similarly, accessing funds through
sponsorship (63%) and the ability
to generate sufficient income
(61%) are seen as major
challenges, as is club concern
over increased facility costs (58%).
Interestingly, clubs that do not
own their facilities are more
concerned about increasing
facility costs (61% of clubs
compared to 47% of facility-
owning clubs), indicating that
there is an expectation that hiring
or leasing fees may increase and
that this is of concern to clubs.
These seem well-founded given
the insight gleaned on the major
sources of club income and
expenditure presented earlier in
the report.

There are many other challenges
highlighted by clubs including the
improvement of equipment (47%),
encouragement of junior
members (47%), carrying out of
CRB checks (31%) and dealing
with health and safety (22%).

Larger clubs (those with £30,000
income or more per annum) are
most concerned with accessing
funds (71%), increased facilities
costs (67%) that they will face and
generating sufficient income
(66%). They are also significantly
more concerned than smaller
clubs with bureaucracy (46%),
carrying out CRB and health and
safety checks (43% and 36%
respectively), and increasing staff
costs (25%). 

For smaller clubs who are
potentially closer to the precipice
in terms of survival, a similar
pattern is seen in terms of
primary issues – that of recruiting
new members (66%), accessing
funding (57%) and generating
sufficient income (56%) to survive.
Interestingly, we also see facility
access as a more prominent
concern with 37% highlighting
general access to the right
quantity/quality of facilities, and
13% highlighting concerns about
relocating and having to use
alternative facilities and the
potential impact that may have on
their club. 
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Challenges over the next two years
Own/not own facility Club size (based on income)

All clubs Own facility Not own Low income Mid income High income
(n=1,942) (n=577) facility clubs clubs clubs

(n=1,365) (<£10K pa) (£10–£30K pa) (£30K+ pa)
(n=719) (n=519) (n=472)

Recruiting new members 64% 72% 62% 66% 63% 61%

Accessing funds/sponsorship 63% 63% 63% 57% 67% 71%

Generating sufficient income 61% 69% 59% 56% 65% 66%

Increased facilities costs 58% 47% 61% 53% 63% 67%

Retaining members 53% 63% 50% 54% 52% 52%

Maintaining/recruiting/retaining volunteers 53% 59% 52% 47% 59% 60%

Equipment needs improving/extending 47% 49% 47% 43% 51% 49%

Encouraging juniors 47% 54% 45% 45% 48% 50%

Financial sustainability of the club 45% 42% 46% 43% 44% 55%

Facilities need improving/extending 45% 52% 43% 41% 48% 53%

Maintaining/recruiting/retaining coaches 44% 41% 44% 41% 48% 53%

Developing links with schools 38% 40% 37% 32% 42% 43%

Dealing with bureaucracy generally 37% 42% 36% 31% 40% 46%

Access to the right quantity/quality of facilities 35% 16% 40% 37% 37% 33%

Need new facilities 33% 30% 33% 29% 40% 39%

Increased cost of training coaches 32% 27% 34% 26% 35% 41%

Carrying out CRB checks 31% 31% 31% 24% 32% 43%

Lack of coaches to meet member demand 29% 20% 31% 26% 32% 31%

Increased transport cost 25% 26% 25% 22% 31% 19%

Dealing with health and safety checks 22% 30% 20% 15% 24% 36%

Dealing with NGB requirements 17% 12% 28% 12% 20% 23%

Working with the NGB 11% 9% 12% 8% 14% 12%

Relocation issues 11% 5% 13% 13% 11% 8%

Increased staff costs 8% 15% 5% 2% 2% 25%

Lack of local competition 5% 2% 6% 7% 3% 3%

Other 7% 3% 8% 6% 7% 7%

None 1% 2% 1% 1% 0% 1%
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By sport, not surprisingly, clubs
that have shrinking membership
numbers are far more concerned
with new recruitment, including
bowls (88%), squash (85%), aikido
(84%) and golf (78%). 

Sports that have high overall net
growth are most concerned with

maintaining and recruiting
volunteers (athletics 65%) to help
facilitate activities, and the
increasing facility costs
(basketball 80%) they will face as
a consequent of having more
members.

SPORTS CLUBS ISSUES AND CHALLENGES (NEXT TWO YEARS)

1%
5%

8%
11%
11%

17%
22%

25%
29%

31%
32%

33%
35%

37%
38%

44%
45%
45%

47%
47%

53%
53%

58%
61%

63%
64%

None
Lack of local competition

Increased staff costs
Working with NGB
Relocation issues

Dealing with NGB requirements
Dealing with health and safety checks

Increased transport costs
Lack of coaches to meet member demand

Carrying out CRB checks
Increased cost of training coaches

Need new facilities
Access to the right quantity/quality of facilities

Dealing with bureaucracy generally
Developing links with schools

Maintaining/recruiting/retaining coaches
Financial sustainability of the club

Facilities need improving/extending
Equipment needs improving/extending

Encouraging juniors
Retaining members

Maintaining/recruiting/retaining volunteers
Increased facilities costs

Generating sufficient income
Accessing funds/sponsorship

Recruiting new members

Base: All sports clubs 2011 (n=1942)

Major issues and challenges

Q. Which issues or challenges from the list is your club currently concerned with or likely to face in the
next two years?

The examples below give a flavour of some of the issues and challenges
clubs face:

“Increasing insurance costs” – Aikido club
“Lack of drivers with D1+E on their licences allowing minibuses to be used 
with trailers” – Canoe club

“Over the top child protection rules” – Cricket club
“Managing an ever-increasing number of teams. As a volunteer I spend as 
much time running our club as I do on my day job” – Football club

“Lack of young people coming into the sport from schools” – Hockey club
“Getting any help from the local council” – Rugby union club
“Keeping volunteers motivated and getting more volunteers” – Sailing club
“Public funding for FE colleges running sports teams” – Volleyball club
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SPORTS CLUB OPPORTUNITIES 

Grant aid, skill enhancement and
links with schools are the
primary opportunities for clubs. 

Sports clubs generally see fewer
opportunities than challenges
over the next two years – one in
ten (11%) see no opportunities at
all compared to only one in 100
(1%) that cannot see any
upcoming challenges. In addition
more than four in five (84%) do not
see the 2012 Olympic Games as a
specific opportunity for their club.
This finding reinforces policy
concerns that at present there are
insufficient structures in place to
deliver a meaningful legacy from
the Games which will have a
direct impact on growing sports
participation and development at a
grassroots level. Given the
wideranging challenges many
sports clubs are facing such as
limited, or no, surplus funds and
declining membership levels
there is scope for much to be
done to improve the potential for
an Olympic legacy. 

Around half of all clubs (48%)
identify securing grants as an
area to help solve income
shortfalls. This is particularly true
for middle income clubs (£10,000–
£30,000) where more than six in
ten see this as an opportunity. 

An identical proportion of clubs
(48%) highlight the development
of technical skills (coaching and
training) as an opportunity. This is
particularly strong for canoeing
(85%), rugby league (80%) and
gymnastics (75%) clubs, and far
lower for badminton (26%),
climbing (26%) and golf (17%).

Encouragingly, schools (more
than universities) are recognised
as a key source for potential
members in the future and many
clubs (46%) look set to seek more
established links over the next two
years. This is potentially an area
where NGB support could help
clubs by creating game formats
and packaging sessions to appeal
more to junior participation. 

Not surprisingly, many junior
clubs see the attainment of
Clubmark accreditation as an
opportunity. It is ranked fourth in
terms of opportunities for junior
clubs that have not already
obtained accreditation (35%)
which we conclude is a strong
endorsement of the development
support offered through
Clubmark. 
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SPORTS CLUB OPPORTUNITIES (NEXT TWO YEARS)

11%

7%

16%

19%

22%

34%

34%

38%

46%

48%

48%

None

Establishing links with universities

Exposure of the sport through the 2012 Olympics

Freedom within the sport (less red tape)

Obtaining Clubmark status

Promoting competitions and events

Formulating a development plan

New/changed facilities

Establishing links with local schools

Developing skill set (e.g. coaches, training)

Securing grants for voluntary organisations

Base: All sports clubs 2011 (n=1942)

Major opportunities

Q. Which opportunities from the list is your club currently concerned with or likely to face in the next two
years?
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NATIONAL GOVERNING BODY VALUE FOR MONEY PERCEPTION

57%

73%

23%

16%

20%

11%

All sports clubs 2008

All sports clubs 2011

Yes – value for money No Don't know

Base: All sports clubs 2011 affiliated to a national governing body (2011 n=1,904)/(2008 n=1,911)

Q. Do you think that affiliation to your national governing body represents value for money?

NATIONAL GOVERNING BODY VALUE FOR MONEY

Encouragingly, 73% of clubs in the
Sports Club Survey said they felt
their national governing body
(NGB) did offer value for money.
The 2009 figure of 57% suggests
an improved overall perception of
the role of sport NGBs, although
we reiterate that those
participating may over-represent
the more formally structured
clubs and that those are more
likely to have frequent NGB

contact, particularly as many
clubs were recruited through their
NGBs. However, as this was the
case in the previous survey, we
can compare these results with
some confidence and suggest that
NGBs are serving their sports
clubs well and have been working
over time to improve the help and
support which they can offer their
members. 
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Methodology
This research was a national
survey of the health of sports
clubs building on research
commissioned by the Sport and
Recreation Alliance in 2007 and
2009. An online survey which took
approximately 20 minutes to
complete was developed based on
the previous questionnaires and
NGB input and feedback. All of the
NGBs that are members of the
Sport and Recreation Alliance
were given the opportunity to ask
three of their own sport-specific
questions in the survey. 

NGBs then assisted in promoting
the survey to their clubs through
direct e-mails, newsletters and
their websites. In addition, County
Sports Partnerships were
contacted to help promote the
survey and a prize draw incentive
was offered to further encourage
clubs to complete it. 

The survey ran from May 2011
until the end of July 2011 and
covered: 

– Club status and organisation

– Club membership (numbers
and fees)

– Volunteers

– Finances (income and
expenditure and major items)

– Challenges and opportunities

– Three sport-specific questions
as defined by NGBs

A copy of the survey questionnaire
is available from the Sport and
Recreation Alliance upon request.

In many instances respondents
were asked to provide data for this
year (2011), and last year (2010) to
give an accurate picture of short
term change in clubs. For
financial data, responses are
understood as representing the
last full financial year, so the
financial year ending April 2010
when we refer to this year, and
2009 as last year. Where
appropriate we compare 2011 data
with 2009 data. The 2009 data in a
similar pattern to this data
therefore represents whole years
covering 2008 and 2007. 

In total, the survey achieved 2,050
completed responses. After
quality checking and removing
duplicate club responses (i.e.
where two members of the same
club had responded), this figure
reduced to 1,942. Of these, the
vast majority (1,661) provided full
financial data on their club
(annual income and expenditure
for 2010 and 2009) meaning we
are able to present robust data on
surplus and deficit levels.

APPENDIX 
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Weighting
The sample for the Sports Club
Survey 2011 has been weighted to
reflect the profile of sports clubs
in the United Kingdom. This
makes the overall results more
representative of the estimated
150,000 sports clubs that exist
and a truer reflection of their
current situation.

Sport Sample Sport Sample Sport Sample Sport Sample

Cricket 551 Basketball 44 Table tennis 14 Water skiing 4

Bowls 216 Canoeing 44 Archery 11 American 3
football

Football 124 Rugby league 40 Baseball/ 13 Curling 3
softball

Rugby union 114 Tennis 34 Shooting 11 Horse riding 3

Sailing 109 Squash/ 33 Rounders 9 Wind surfing 3
racketball

Aikido 70 Volleyball 26 Judo 8 Fencing 2

Hockey 64 Badminton 23 Karate/ 6 Motor sports 2
martial arts

Swimming/ 69 Cycling 19 Orienteering 6 Gliding 2
Aquatics

Netball 58 Climbing/ 19 Angling 5 Korfball 2
mountaineering

Gymnastics/ 55 Golf 18 Walking 5 Taekwondo 2
Trampolining

Rowing 47 Athletics 17 Lifesaving 4 All sports 1,942

This process was achieved by
contacting each NGB to request
their estimated number of
affiliated clubs (and unaffiliated
clubs where possible). The overall
results were then weighted to
reflect the number of clubs
represented by each sport. All
‘total’ figures are based on
weighted results.

The survey attracted responses
from more than 40 different types
of sport in the UK. The table below
indicates sports where at least
two responses were achieved. 
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Limitations 
• The nature of sampling may

mean more formal clubs are
over-represented in the
survey. Here we mean larger
clubs that may be more likely
to keep accurate records of
income and expenditure and
are more likely to have
achieved Clubmark
accredition and/or CASC
status. Smaller clubs and
informal sports clubs are also
likely to be under-represented
due to the fact they may be
less engaged with their NGB

• Some sports have achieved
relatively low response to the
survey and where base sizes
are below 50 we strongly
recommend caution when
working with the individual
sport results. Base sizes for
individual questions vary
depending on whether
respondents were able to
provide an answer. In some
instances answers were given
for income and not
expenditure. In all cases we
present the most robust base
for statistics 

• Data supplied in this report
will, inevitably, reflect the
larger sports. In this sense,
whilst accurate in reporting on
all clubs in the UK, the overall
results are heavily influenced
by football, cricket and bowls.
These combined represent an
estimated 58% of all sports
clubs in the UK

• The sampling approach
cannot draw distinctions
between different definitions
of clubs, nor is it able to
provide a complete picture of
the unaffiliated sector. In
some instances the definition
of adult members means 16+,
although for the majority it is
18+yrs.
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4TH FLOOR

BURWOOD HOUSE

14–16 CAXTON STREET

LONDON SW1H 0QT

T 020 7976 3900

F 020 7976 3901

INFO@SPORTANDRECREATION.ORG.UK

WWW.SPORTANDRECREATION.ORG.UK

@sportrectweets
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